
Defending our oceans
"Greenpeace is committed to defending the health of the world's oceans 
and the plants, animals and people that depend upon them."
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Up to two metres long, weighing in at as much as 1,500lbs or nearly
700 kilos, able to sprint as fast as a horse, dive a mile in minutes with
a metallic flash, the tuna is one of the kings of the ocean. Like us, it is
warm blooded. Its ability to regulate its body temperature lets it
migrate across oceans, swimming thousands of kilometres each year
and making it an ideal survivor in a range of conditions.

But the tuna cannot survive the ravages of overfishing. An armada of fishing fleets is
waging a relentless war on its once plentiful kingdom. 

Tuna fishing has provided a good living for generations of fishermen from Europe and
Mediterranean coastal countries and the length of Africa’s Atlantic coast. In more
recent times, these once tuna-rich waters have become targets for industrial scale
plunder. With the record price on the head of a single tuna in the Tokyo fish market
standing at $172,000, some boats come half way around the world to cash in.  

The true cost of such trade is an alarming drop in populations of tuna and “tuna-like”
species such as marlin and swordfish. It goes hand in hand with a huge increase in
accidental catch – or by-catch – tonnes of unwanted, yet valuable fish flushed over the
side.  

As populations drop some regulations have been put in place. 
But pirate fishing vessels have no regard for paper policies  

Pirates operate world-over, from Antarctic oceans to the Mediterranean Sea, from the
North Atlantic to the South Pacific. They prowl the oceans, flying flags of convenience

(FoC) from countries that care little about what the ships that do in their name. Often
they don’t even bother with this feeble pretence at legitimacy and fly no flag at all.
Flagged or unflagged, they work in the same way, taking as much fish as they can pull
onboard. They have no regard for consequences of their reckless and illegal acts. In
some cases they are driving species to extinction.

The International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) was set
up, with the full backing of international law, to manage the tuna stocks. Their data
on vessels that are allowed to fish these waters is limited enough, but figures for pirate
fishing are virtually non-existent, the few that do cannot be relied upon. The only 
certainty is that tuna are being caught illegally, transferred onto other factory ships
and laundered through markets around the world.  

But it isn’t just the impact upon tuna that makes the pirate fishermen such a plague
on the oceans. Most operate what are known as longliners – reeling out 100 
kilometers of fishing line, set with over 2,000 hooks. In the Atlantic today there are
hundreds, setting thousands of kilometres of hooked lines. Regardless of what they are
targeting – bigeye or bluefin, they catch far more than tuna. Other fish, turtles,
seabirds, sharks and dolphins are all hooked onto the lines, attracted by the bait.
40,000 turtles a year die this way worldwide. 

Legitimate longliners, with observers on board, give us a glimpse of what the pirates
are doing out of sight and without sanction. Observers on just seven different ships in
the northwest and central Atlantic recorded a total of 44 different species: 5 tunas, 5
billfishes, 14 sharks and rays and 20 other fish species. Additional species were not
identified. A quarter of the catch was sharks – most of which where hauled aboard,
had their fins sliced off and then were thrown back over board. It’s estimated that 
millions of sharks die on longlines every year in the Atlantic alone. 
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The Central Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea are prime hunting grounds for pirate 
vessels. ICCAT has taken some measures to stop the illegal trade, such as banning the
import of bluefin tuna from FoC countries that do not abide by ICCAT rules. But the
bulk of these illegal activities go undetected and unpunished. The pirates simply haul
down the banned flag and raise a more “convenient” pennant from a different FoC
country, instantly slipping through the management net.

Their prize catch is then landed at “pirate-friendly” ports, or the treasure is 
transferred at sea onto big transport ships called reefers, making it almost impossible
to identify as pirate plunder once it is taken ashore. 

The European Union (EU) is one of the major fishing powers worldwide. It hauls in
more than a third of all the tuna and billfish in the Atlantic Ocean. It is perfectly
placed to take the international lead in shutting down the pirate fishing industry.
Closing its markets and ports to flag of convenience pirate fleets and stopping EU
companies from being allowed to run or support pirate fleets would be the first step in
scuppering the pirate trade for good.  

oceans.greenpeace.org

"Greenpeace and the Environmental Justice Foundation are working together to expose the pirate fishing fleets that operate without sanction 
across the globe. Together the international environment and human rights organisations are demanding that governments close ports to ban pirates,

deny them access to markets and prosecute companies supporting them."  
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Greenpeace is an independent, campaigning organisation, which uses non-violent, creative confrontation to 
expose global environmental problems, and to force solutions essential to a green and peaceful future
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